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THE TURNPIKE ROADS OF THE PEAK DISTRICT

Bv J. RlorevlNo S. R. PnNNv

Pnrrl,ronv Norr
The first manuscript of this article was written soon after 1960 by J. Radley. Before

he left Sheffield to go to Salisbury to work for the Royal Commission for Historical
Monuments (R.C.H.M.) (England), he gave the manuscript to S. R. Penny to revise and
amplify. ln 1967 and 1968, both writers worked on it, and a nearly finalised version
was returned to J. Radley, who was then working for R.C.H.M. in York. The new version
was on his desk at the time of his tragic death in 1970. M. Plant sent it back to S. R.
Penny, who has made thefinal revision, and checkedthe references; nevertheless some
of the original Radley manuscript remains intact.

To some extent the sources of information in this article are the same as in 'Road
development in south Yorkshire and north Derbyshire, 1700-1850', by G. G.
Hopkinson,* but the approach to the subject is different, and the areas covered do not
completely overlap.

At the beginning of the l8th century, the Peak District of north Derbyshire had a
poor road system. There were many bridle-ways but few carriage-ways, and any provision
for fast passenger traffic and mail coaches was much less advanced here than in lowland
England. The existing pack-horse roadsl were suitable for the mountainous terrain but
could not cope with the growing demand for roads capable of carrying wheeled vehicles.
However, the area depended to a large extent on its roads for survival, and there were
many trains or Jags' of mules and horses which carried lime, lead, stone, and other
products out ofthe area, and brought food and coal in return. In fact, the records show
that in many areas the raison d'effe for the later turnpike roads was initially goods
traffic.2

The transition to better forms of transport was brought about by the growth of these
turnpike roads in lowland England, which stimulated the Derbyshire gentry and the local
merChants to finance the turnpiking of their major roads, in part to improve local
transport facilities and in part to try to make money. The object behind turnpiking a
road was to charge a toll for the traffic which intended to travel on all or only part
of it, and to use the money from the tolls to finance maintenance and improvement.
To achieve this object, a private Bill had to be presented to Parliament, listing the
trustees who would be appbinted to control the finances, and setting out the tolls to
be charged for the traffic.-The road to be improved was usually described in the simplest
terms, and the proposals for repairing and widening it were left deliberalely vagu9.
When theBill hail passed through all the parliamentary procedure, during which it might
be altered, and had received tlie Royal Assent, it became an Act. The 'A to B' or the
'X, Y, and Z' turnpike trust was set up, and the toll-bars, the number of which was
usually specified in-the Act, were erected, often with much opposition from the users
of the-roads who were accustomed to free access to it. An alternative name for the gate
or bar erected across the road was a turnpike, and this word was soon applied to the
road itself, surviving with this meaning in the United States of America.

The growth of the local turnpike road system can be traced in gene_ral,.-but since
parliam-entary papers are used for much of the evidence, there are many details obscure
-or 

missing. Ai Act of Parliament for 'the repairing and widening of the r-oad. . . . ,'
is often n6t specific about any additional 'branch roads to several places in the county'.
In an attempi to clarify the 

-sequence 
of the large number of turnpike roads in north

*Hopkinson, G. G., Trans. Hunter Arch. Soc., 10 (1971), l'l-30.
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Fig. I Map of the Peak District of North Derbyshire, showing the Turnpike Roads, and the date of

authorisation of their construction.
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Derbyshire, this article is largely confined to the actual physical growth of the roads,
in which three phases can be recognised:
(a) before l75G-primitive efforts;
(b) 1750-60-rapid local expansion; and
(c) 176L1830-the main turnpike period.

The map, Eig. t, is based on the Acts of Parliament and original manuscript surveys;
the dates of the roads are those of passing and publication of the original Acts for th6se
roads, although in many cases some sort of road existed on the same course before the
dates given. When construction was prolonged, an approximate date of opening of the
road is included where this is known. Details of t[e Acts of Parliamenl autf,orising
turnpiking, construction, or alteration, are included in an appendix.

Tns hlMrrrvn Enronrs nnronr 1750

Before the turnpike period, roads were maintained solely by labour from within each
parish, which meant that a large, empty parish such as Hdthersage was responsible for
an extensive lystem of poorly-kept pack-horse roads, while a smallbut densely-populated
tow-n area might have problems of maintenance due to excessive traffic churning up the
surface ofthe road. The advent ofthe turnpike changed road shape and size, bufusually
did not at first change road maintenance; hence the early turnpike roads were often not
a great improvement on their predecessors.

In north Derbyshire, the first turnpike roads were extensions of lowland trusts and
were built by surveyors who had not previously encountered such hilly country. The
first turnpike road with more than a few miles in the county was over the clay lowland
from Leicestershire and through Derby, terminating at the first limestonb hill, in
Brassington. It was an extension of the Loughborough Trust road and was built in 17383
with the understanding that the road from Mancheiter would be extended southwards
to complete the link across the Peak District. As Harrison shows,4 Buxton was reached
by an extension of the Manchester to Stockport turnpike in 1724, and this road is, in
fact, the first turnpike road in any part of Derbyshire. No evidence has been found for
any direct link between Buxton and Brassington. The 1738 Act also sanctioned a road
from Derby through Ashbourne to Hurdlow using Spen Lane, from where the Roman
road continued to be used to Buxton, as it is now, thus avoiding the steep gradient at
Brassington. Finally, in 1749 the Manchester to Buxton turnpike was extended from its
original southern terminus at Sherbrook Hill, near Buxton, to Hurdlow, and the
through-route was complete. It was assumed that the existing roads on the well-drained
and harder limestone would be in sufficiently good condition for any increase in traffic,
and would not need the repairs envisaged by the Loughborough Trust. Indeed, the
Roman road from Pikehall to Hurdlow continued in use and is mentioned in the Act
of 1759 for the Nottingham and Newhaven Turnpike Trust.s

Next, by an Act of 1739, the Worksop Trust extended its road through Chesterfield
to Bakewell, crossing the wet moors to terminate near the edge of the drier limestone.6
This road was intended to serve the Peak District's largest market town and to carry
some of the trade in lead from the Peak to Bawtry, which was then an important inland
port at the head of river navigation until it was superseded by the Chesterfield Canal,
opened in 1777. In fact, the road on this course seems to have had a short life, since
it was affected by improvements to Chatsworth Park, which included the resiting of the
bridges over the River Derwent on the south of the house.T

THs Loc.lt, BooM, 1750-60
After the initial enthusiasm, the following decade saw little further development.

Then suddenly everyone needed a turnpike road, and within a short time the face of
the county was transformed.s Firstly,in 1756 a Trust was set up to improve the roads
linking Derby with Duffield, Chesterfield, and Sheffield, with a branch from Duffield

7
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to Wirksworth. These roads were'in a ruinous condition, especially in the winter season,
and in many places very narrow and incommodious'. In the Act,9 the roads were divided
into three districts-Derby and Duffield; Duffield and Sheffield; and Dufreld and
Wirksworth. These districts had separate officers, accounts, etc., although they remained
under the supervision of tlte same truste€s, and were included in the same subsequent
Acts. The revenue from the busy Derby and Dufreld district was to be divided between
the other two, since they would not carry as much traffic.

Then in 1758 a long and eventually unprofitable turnpike called the Spamowpit Gate
Roadl0 was promoted, to run from Little Sheffield to Sparrowpit, near Chapel-en-le-
Frith, vla Hathersage and Castleton and the Winnats Pass, with a branch from
Ringinglow to run yla Grindleford Bridge, Tideswell, and Hargatewall, to Buxton. This
road was the longest of the primitive, poorly-made turnpikes, and it improved two of
the major routes across the northern parts of the Peak District. Later there was much
diversion and modification to try to improve it further.ln 1759 the first road from
Macclesfield to Buxton was built, over the Cat and Fiddle Inn route; Newhaven was
linked to Grindleford Bridge by Bakewell, and to Alfreton by Matlock; and a further
branch linked Ashbourne and Alfreton via Wirksworth.ll At Peak Forest, Hernstone
Lane Head became the terminus for the two routes from Chesterfield and the east which
met a road from the west maintained by the Stockport Trust, which had turnpiked
Hernstone Lane itself in 1749. The middle Derwent valley was brought within easier
reach of Chesterfield in 1760 by three roads which joined together on Stone Edge.tz

More major turnpike roads and branches were authorised in Derbyshire in 1759 and
1760 than in any other period. Such a flurry of activity could only be followed by a lull,
since it seemed that all necessary construction was temporarily finished, except on minor
links and adjustments, such as the Thorpe branch road.l3 Buxton, Wirksworth,
Chesterfield and Sheffield found themselves with increased importance. Buxton was
confirmed as the natural focus of the western part of the Peak, replacing Longnor which
the new roads had so far avoided. It was a prospering new resort and market town,
with a growing limestone quarrying industry, but the mountains still remained an
obstacle even though the road builders had made new links with Stockport, Macclesfield,
Leek, and Sheffield. Wirksworth retained its old importance as the centre for the lead
industry and was given its last stimulus before the decline in the lead trade. Chesterfield
and Sheffield remained the main gateway to the east, and major sources of coal.

THs MNr.r TunNpIrc PERIoD, 1760-1830

The next 70 years saw the full development of a mature road system and the beginnings
of its decline. As most villages were near at least a branch road, completely new turnpikes
are not so common in this period. It was a time for second thoughts. The original roads
were modified, and sectioni were re-routed or totally abandoned, and later a few of the
roads which were never really profitable were disturnpiked.

Gradients were still a problem, but the first move towards more easily graded roads
came in 1764 with the passing of the Act for the diversion of the road from Whaley to
Chapel and Sparrowpit.la The old route climbed past Eccles Pike and Peaslow, with
gradlents of up to one-in-four. The new route passed through Tunstead Milton and
Barmoor Clough, and this improved road is still in use today. In 1777, the Fenny Bentley
diversion was authorised as a carefully planned and cleverly engineered new route for
the Ashbourne to Newhaven to Hurdlow road. Even now, this stretch of road is
impressive for the manner in which it climbs up from the Bradbourne Brook bridge in
an alternating series of stretches of almost level ground followed by moderate gradients.
In l78l the Act was passed for the improvement and building of roads from Greenhill
Moor (Norton) to Hathersage by Millstone Edge, and to Stoney Middleton by Froggatt
Edge. These r6ads also had to be carefully engineered, and, in fact, construction was
delaYed.ts
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Another early trend is towards improvement of local communications, particularly
in the parishes of Ashover and Hartington. Ashover was at the focus of several new
roads, and Hartington was involved in the proposals for a new road from Leek and
north Staffordshire to Hassop, with a branch road to Buxton.r6 A new area was served
by the Penistone and Grindleford Bridge road, later called Mortimer's Road, which was
approved in 1771. Several branches from this road were also proposed, in an attempt
to gain the trade in wool, lead and lime which passed northwards towards Halifax and
its neighbourhood. However, the branches did not receive much attention, and only the
main route was turnpiked.lT

In the ten years before and after 1800 there was an increasing number of diversions
to existing roads, with river valley routes more in favour, and sometimes the
contemporary Acts for the enclosure of the common lands in the vicinity assisted this
process. lndeed, the most notable achievement of this period is the lengthening of the
older routes to give them a better gradient. New techniques of construction allowed roads
to be cut into hillsides on terracing and to be built in some of the deep valleys along
the banks of the rivers. In distance the new routes were often only slightly longer than
the original ones, but in travelling time the difference must have been considerable.
For example, sections leaving Chapel, Buxton, and Grindleford were altered, and in a
long-overdue improvement, in 181I the Sparrowpit Gate road was diverted round Callow
Bank above Hathersage, and the Winnats Pass at the head of the Hope Valley, continuing
with a new roadway along Rushup Edge after winding up the slopes of Mam Tor.

Even whole roads were re-routed, and the two routes between Belper and Cromford
illustrate this well. The earlier roate via Crich and Holloway followed an old way which
was near the top of the local hills, and was a traditionally built turnpike road. Fifty
years later the new route was quite an engineering feat, since it involved stabilising the
Derwent river bank, raising the road above the fast-flowing water, and attempting to
prevent the occasional floods from damaging the surface. The result is a twisting, longer,
and more expensive road which, on the other hand, successfully eliminates any steep
gradients. The new road from Tideswell to Buxton vra Blackwell, and the Eyam and
Foolow diversion are further examples, and more may be seen on the map (Fig. l).

Where there was competition between two routes, improvement was vital to retain
profitability. The roads between Derby and Wirksworth illustrate this admirably. The
branch froin the Derby to Sheffield turnpike road at Duffield used an old route, which
could almost be called a ridge-way, by Spring Hill, past Hazlewood, over the Blackbrook
to Sandyford and Packhorie, turning on Wirksworth Moor down a steep hill into
Wirksw6rth. This route continued without opposition from 1756 to 1793 when the Act
was passed for repairing and widening the road from near 'a place called The Cross
in thL Hand' in Hulland-Ward, by Idridgehay to and through Wirksworth itself. Traffic
would use the Derby to Brassington turnpike road past Kedleston and Muggington,_ and
then travel up part of the Ecclesbourne Valley from Hulland Ward northwards. Perhaps
stirred by this new rival road, in their 1795 Act the original Trust included. p1opqa.l9
for imprirvement to their own route. This was to branch from their old line in Duffield
and cfimb from the River Derwent valley up Chevinside to the Blackbrook by the
well-engineered road which was laid out at the time of the enclosure. Thus the broken
country-around Hazlewood rvas avoided. The logical development_of the rival route then
took place. In 1808 the road from near Idridgehay through_'Cow-house Lale'pa.s!
Windiey to Duffield was made a turnpike, and the superior valley route from Duffield
to Wirlisworth was complete. The trustees were anxious not to lose revenue by traffic
using the local existing lanes, so many of these were ordered to be closed.l8

New proposals, usually followed by construction, gradually enveloped ^all the High
Peak, culminatingin the greatest of allihe local turnpikls, sanctioned in 1818 and opened
in t821, from Sfieffield io GlossoP.le This replaced the old route,-wlich was in part
a carriage-way and in part a pa6k-horse road, which ran through Stannington and
Lockerbiook,'and having crossed the River Derwent continued up Doctor's Gate to
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Glossop and on towards Manchester. This road was the last major project in north
Derbyshire, for only short lengths of roads were altered or newly turnpiked after this date.

TscHNrclt DrvnroptvrsNT
The development of the highways into their present form took place almost entirely

in the turnpike period. The application of the new engineering techniques may be seen
in the work of one local family-the Fairbanks of Sheffield. They played a major part
in designing, surveying, and mapping these improved highways, and their documents
show that three generations of the family contributed to many local road projects.zo
Their work includes the following roads:

1758-1826 Sheffield to Sparowpit and Buxton
l77l Grindleford to Penistone, and branches
1797 Whittington by-pass on the Derby to Sheffield road
1800-10 Sheffield to Baslow, and Sheffield to Stoney Middleton
1809-ll Sheffield to Fox House and Buxton (new route)
lSll Tideswell to Blackwell extension
l8l8-21 Sheffield to Glossop to Marple Bridge
1839 Greenhill Moor (Norton) and Eckington

Another p-ioneer was John Metcalf, better known as 'Blind Jack of Knaresborough',
who modified many turnpikes, particularly in Yorkshire. His work in Derbyshire incluiied
the stretches of road from Whaley to Buxton, and Macclesfield to Chapel-en-le-Frith.2l
His greatest achievement was to build solid roads across the wet bogs on the moorland,
a task which had been considered to be impossible. He adopted the simple idea of
constructing the road on a raft of furze and ling, so that the new road 'floated' on the
bog.

A walk over an early turnpike can be instructive. Its individual character is quite
impressive, as it goes up and down hills irrespective of the gradient or ease of ascent,
taking the shortest route. Often it was designed by local surveyors appointed by the
parishes,22 who were hampered by lack of precedents, limited skill, anil-small budgets.
Trustees met and a plan was approved. Rhodeszr notes that 'Hardly any set of people
commit greater blunders than the projectors and makers of public roads. If a valley
interferes in the line of their operations, they shew their utter contempt of thb
accommodation it offers, and their talent at surmounting difficulties, by clambering up
and down every hill that nature has interposed between them and the point of theii
destination'. These characteristics ofthe early turnpikes are due to the surveyors bringing
the traditional attitudes of a pack-horse chapman to the problem, and treacherous
gradients were constructed with Roman straightness to save money and time. It was
also, unfortunately, a process of trial and error, for wrecked wagons and dead animals
soon became commonplace. Surviving stretches of these early roads are numerous, and
examples are to be found west and north-west of Buxton, east of Curbar and Rowsley,
south of Ashbourne, down into Monk's Dale near Tideswell, and below Conksbury in
Lathkilldale. Roads up almost impossible gradients survive-the Winnats Pass road
climbs 500 feet in 800 yards, and the road up Long Hill, north-west of Buxton, was
originally made at l-in-6, but altered later to l-in-35 by lengthening it. However,Farcy24
makes the valid point, suggested to him by the local people, that'the hilly and rocky,
and often barren districts, over which the first Road-makers contrived so absurdly io
mount, would have remained yet. . . . . without practicable Carriage Roads, which are
so essential to their Agricultural Improvement . . . . .'. Not all of these early routes had
been altered by l8l7 when Farey listed many roads which still suffered from steepness,
and he complained of shelves of native rock in the road surface, loose rubble, rifuse,
and rock falls. Some governmental control was attempted-the Nottingham and
Newhaven Trust was reminded in an Act of their duty to fence the west side of their
road on Wirksworth Moor on the edge of the 'precipice'.2s
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In spite of all the hazards traffic increased and the local people appear to have been
fairly well satisfied with the improvements, if not with the tolls. In fact, traffic on some
roads increased so much that ruts quickly developed in the newly improved surface, which
provided an unexpected problem for the trustees. A trunk route, like the Manchester
toBuxtonroad,wasoriginally'verynarrow.....verydeepandbad.....sobad,that
Coaches and Waggons cannot pass . . . . . with Safety'. The trustees reported that, before
turnpiking,the'Statuteworkhasbeendone.....ifthelnhabitants.....weretodo
Three times the Work required by Law, it would not effectually repair the same'.26
Within six years, the trustees asked for another Act which approved an amendment to
the tolls, giving as their reason that wheeled traffic was now much more common, and
implying that the road could not be kept in good repair because this traffic was doing
too much damage.z1 On this road, the hedges had been grubbed out, but this was
probably exceptional at such an early date, although, later, powers to remove
obstructions were often sought by the promoters of turnpike road Bills. Even if the roads
were made up and maintained in the traditional way, the fact that wheeled traffic could
be kept moving all the year round was a decided improvement.

Experience soon showed that the best road surfaces were made up with fired grit, chert
and limestone gravel, or hard slag, and that large stones should be broken into smaller
pieces. The parishes continued to supply labour for some of the maintenance, but a
growing trend in the first years of the l9th century was to contract out the repair work
in stretches of under ten miles at about f7 to f9 per mile. Experiments were made with
the surface of the road to ease drainage and prevent rtts. Some roads outside north
Derbyshire were given a concave section, whilst a perfectly flat surface was tried by
William Gauntley of Bakewell and John Milnes of Ashover, and undulating concave-
convex sections were also tried. Eventirally, all reverted to the convex form, which had
the decided advantage that water would flow off the road before it could do too much
damage. A convex surface needed a good foundation, with kerbs, ditches and culverts,
and all these were provided for the first time since the Romans built their network of
roads across the country. Another advance was made when all the streams and brooks
encountered in the course of a turnpike road were bridged, often for the first time.28

Drainage was a continual problem for the pioneers. Diagonal ridges of cobbles, called
bysetts, were used to divert the water on hill roads, where ditches and culverts were
rare. Raised footways ('ploddings') and even stepping-stones impeded wheeled traffic,
and so did scotching stones which were used by carters to wedge their wagon wheels
on hills, and 'Scotches', the name of a hamlet at the foot of a hill north-west of Belper,
is probably named from this. These stones were such a menace that it was enacted that
'persons using tipsticks and joggles' and presumably also scotches 'for the purposes of
retarding the descent of any cart or carriage down a hill, so as to influence the surface
of the road, do forfeit not exceeding4Ol-'.29 Some of the abandoned stretches of road
on the moors still preserve their original surface, albeit somewhat rainwashed, and it
is easy to imagine the fears of the carters as their horses struggled to keep a grip on
the road when a heavily laden waggon was pushing or pulling them down a hill. For
instance, part of the l77l Mortimer's road survives in a later form east of the Ladybower
Inn. The road across Houndkirk Moor preserves what were probably the old stone snow
poles, and bysetts can be seen at Curbar Gap on a steep track which may have been
turnpiked for a short time.

Sour Pnolrcreo Tnusrs

Not every proposed turnpike road or new section became a reality. An early plan
proposed a road running south to north at least over East Moor, and perhaps as far
north as the Hallam moors. Parliamentary approval was granted in 1766, but it seems
that good sense prevailed, and only later were short stretches of road built on this
alignment. Indeed it is difficult to understand why such a road was even proposed, since
both its origin and its destination seem to be vague.3o A road over Big Moor from west
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of Owler Bar to the north end of Froggatt Edge was to have by-passed Froggatt Pole
(Wooden Pole), but no-one would finance the project.3l An Act of l8l2 authorised a
branch road from Whirlow or Whitelow, running through or near Dore, to link the new
road from Banner Cross to Fox House with Owler Bridge. Two alternative routes were
proposed, but neither appears to have been built even though one ofthem would have
been remarkably level, since it followed the 1,000-ft. contour.32

The broken country between Tideswell and Buxton was always a problem. The first
Trust built its road through Monk's Dale and Fairfleld from Tideswell, although a road
through Wheston, Dale Head and Smalldale would have been better. The former was
built because the latter was opposed by 'Mr. Robert Freeman, who then resided at
Wheston, and did not like a Turnpike Road through his village'.33 Another interesting
project was the route for a road from Ashford to Buxton up Monsal Dale and Miller's
Dale, following the river.34 The difficult problems of construction, however, kept this
plan in the drawing office, but its sinuous course would have been the perfect antithesis
of the early roads which seemed to be planned to follow the flight of a crow. Finally,
the road planned by the same promoters up Great Rocks Dale to Barmoor would have
used a route which was taken later by the Midland Railway line-a shadow of things
to come.

Tnr Rore oF rHE Nos[rry
The families of the Dukes of Devonshire and Portland were active in Parliament in

support of many of the Derbyshire turnpike road Bills. There was usually sufficient capital
available to build a major road in this area, since the Dukes of Devonshire and Rutland
and many other gentry resided in the county.3s For one or two roads proposed during
the dark days towards the end of the Napoleonic wars, these relatively wealthy and
well-disposed people made the crucial difference between mere proposals and their
eventual fulfilment. Occasionally these benefactors attached conditions to their
investments. For instance, when the Duke of Rutland rebuilt Longshaw Lodge, he
financed the remaking of part of the Fox House to Grindleford road, on the condition
that he could divert it as he might desire. Fig. 2 shows how the early turnpike roads
with the help of the enclosure movement superseded the pack-horse trails and isolated
Froggatt Pole, and how in 1840 the new diversion took the turnpike traffic away from
the Lodge, allowing more privacy, and incidentally creating the modern rather
complicated road junction at Fox House.36 The Duke of Rutland had already isolated
Haddon Hall by personally financing the Rowsley to Bakewell section of road, which
was diverted to the south-west side of the River Wye when it was turnpiked in 1759.

It is possible that the Duke of Devonshire partly maintained the 1739 Bakewell to
Chesterfield road. However, in the 1786 and subsequent Acts for the trust concerned
there is no specific mention of the Chatsworth portion, and even the 1758 Act dealt
almost exclusively with the road from Chesterfield to Worksop which was run by the
same Trust.37 It was perfectly in order to allow the powers to turnpike a road to lapse
on the expiry of the term of the act which granted them. The course of the road is not
certain, but it probably ran from Bakewell to Edensor by Ballcross, and was carried
over the River Derwent by the 1687 Mill Bridge. Then it would travel up Holmes Lane
and over the edge by a'zig-zag' to Park Farm, and along the old route past Hob Hurst's
House to Holy Moor. In about 1760 the bridge was demolished, Holmes Lane closed,
and Chatsworth Park and gardens extended southwards. No evidence of this road may
now be found on the ground.3a The Bill for the original turnpiking of the 'High Roadn
from Chesterfield to Matlock Bridge in 1760 had a late addition of a branch road from
Gladwins Mark to Rowsley Bridge as if new traffic was expected, although the Act
stipulated that no toll was to be taken from those who were to travel on the road from
Chesterfield through Edensor to Bakewell.3e

A diversion was made to the 1812 Chesterfield to Wadshelf to Baslow road when
Chatsworth Park was extended to its present northern boundary in 1823. The road south
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of the brook was closed and the present road was laid out to the north of the brook,

ro ifi"t-inJ Colden Gates now stand proudly between the two. The road from Edensor

to S"efei was never turnpiked, even ihougli it was a coach road, and so it must have

i..r-piilrut.ii .uintuin"d and'improved 5y-the Dukes of Devonshile. Similarly, ?{teJ
;h;-;,itdiriigeit of 1812, the piesent roid from Banner Cross to Fox House, which

fy:pdfRffinglow and Hountkirk Moor, was built at the sole expense of the Duke

oi Devonshire, a generous gesture.40

Fie.2 Map or the Fox 
"?#:."1*n:Tii,i?,fi,giLltrH:Jf,1l*l"n 
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Tns ENo oF THE TunNPrres
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Mill road frust seems to have been worried,
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and Manchester trustees.

Gradually the turnpikes became unprofitable on the more remote sections' For
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iil"iri, io asnbouineiwui'rilrr nnuniially viable, being in a more populous.area, but

iil;&til;-one (AstrUourne to Hurdlori House) was not so fortunate, as the frgures

for 1849, an average year, show:4l
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fncome:
Tolls taken

Expenditure:
Salaries
R.p"ii; and maintenance
Legal costs

TOTAL

147

f253 I s f627 9 t [88010 6

North
f, s.d.

298 tt 8

South
f, s.d.

1033 5 0

Total
f s.d.

r33l 16 8

698
35

64
78
l0

40
2t
54

8300
519 t4 5
24 t4 .8

0
6
0

4
6
0

Both divisions were covering costs, but repayments of the money lent to them were still
outstanding. So, the-southern division carried.the original debt ofihe Trust, and;il"g.4
to reduce it fronlr f9,2N in 1834 to 01,5fi) in 1849] even though tt" intei"riiut"-fiat
at.five.per cent. In ggner-al,the money taken in tolls'had started"t; futt, ana ttir;;"iil;
might b! Qqiteconsiderable, as may be seen in another example in the amounts collected
on the Duffield to sheffield road42 which fell from the highist ngu.e oii+poo-illtt,t
to €2,050 ten years later. In order to try to offset this declin-e, man! trusts hai to increaie
their *rortgagjs, an1! then-the government began to realise thatit ourhtf il";rtig;i;
the affairs of the Turnpike Tlusts more th6roughly-even their accounts were not
luditedfollowing a-new Act,43 these affairs were-sciutinised by an official in the new
Road Office, who submitted a report with his recommendationi to parliament. When
tlre Trusts sought to renew their rbad acts, Parliament, for the moment, passed Annual
Continuance Acts to enable it to control the amount of the debts ln"o.rld Uvit; i;;tt
and their settlement. These acts were designed to obviate the ne&ssity foi ttre idi;to apply individually,for.renewal acts, a process which was uecom'ing incriaiirgty
expensive for them, and which might perpetudte the collecting of tolls on littfe-used -uij.
- Thelargest debt in the county was on the Sheffield to Glossop road which had a total

debt of nearly f107,0@ in 1849, which was the initial cost of the'road with its subseoueni
rep-aymelt debts, and a la_rge sum-the floating debt-advanced by the Duke "iN;ii;ikand the Duke of Devonshire.a+ Conditions b6came so bad that [he tzq8 iounty oidi;
rgquirin8 fingerpostf at all intersections could not be met. Poverty of the TrustJ miuoi
lhatfgw rgpairs could be done., and increasing the tolrs might not b'e the exd;t.d;;;Jt
for this, since the traffic would often use an alternative chiaper.oute.li Uiiir";6t),,-6;
opinloq ran_high against the numbers of tollgates. The fou^r main roads ori oilu*ton
and Blkewell, and the eight out of chesterfield, had bars, and the onti rea.orauL -"4out of Matlock without one was the road to Willersley and cromfoid B;iAg;. 

- ---
Finally-it beca-me obvious that mortgage.s taken out with future tolls as security, a

practice allowed from the inception ofturnpiking, were no longer any guarantee. lna6ia,
some roads seem to have been in financial difficulties perminently."li se".nJ it ui-ioi
original improvementg^r^n.l$! figures_of €100 to f.2N per mile rvire usual, ara theie
had risen to about f600 in 50 years.+o Interest on the money subscribed to'tni frusis
wlq al99- accumulating. The toll system for road care in Gr6at Britain was at the endot tts Jit'e, and so as quickly as possible Parliament passed laws to end the Trusts.
Provisional orders were issued, and after the agreed daie of ,Extinctiontihe 6;d, ;;;;
pas.sed.back to.the parishes completely. In fa-t, some stretches of road ** uirruty
maintained Qy ttre parishes, who reccived a proportion of the tolls to p"y ioi i[iii w.r(In an .ensuing re-organisation_ of local government, the county iouncils became
responsible for the upkeep of the roads within their county boundiries.l1

^ ILU'Returnstating..... the Length of Road in each rurnpike Trust....., made
for Parliament in 1848,48 the county as a whole had 4l turnpiie Trusts, covering 591
Arl"r 9.r ro.ad, compared with 39 Tiusts and 519 miles in chishire, ind'2i tilG;;A
302 miles in Nottinghamshire. Some of the roads originating in bther courtiJs-*"ii
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omitted from the Derbyshire list, and by this time the names of some of the Trusts had
been altered, and some of the branch roads were considered to be separate Trusts.49
However, the figures are useful for comparison with other counties, and for- a mostly
highland'county-the total mileage recorded is a very creditable achierement. The Trusts'
roids varied in length from under 12 miles (Tupton, Ashover, and Birkin Lane) to 58

miles (Chesterfield ind Hernstone Lane Head). Most of the longest roads were on the
high rnoors of the north, where the Sparrowpit Gate Road was 42 miles long (ig lYo
brinches), the Glossop ioad24 miles, the Penistone Bridge main road 19 miles (eight
in Derbyihire), and the Chapel and Enterclough Bridge (Woodhead) Road 14 miles.

Steep hills, narrow valleys, and the intractable nature of the ground its€lf, had given
the enlineers many probleini, but the many improved roads in the area show that they
couldiolve them.'The density of turnpikeil roads suggests that they filled a real-need,
but the decline in the lead and stone trades, and the drift of population to the larger
towns and cities, has meant that some of them are now deserted. Nevertheless, i! Flqt
be agreed that, as Farey said 150 years ago, 'The Turnpike Roads' (in Derbyshire) 'with
a few exceptions, are good. . .. .'.50

In this article, no attempt has been made to develop some of the other aspects of
the topic. The distribution 

-and 
nature of the coach roads, their inns, and their services,

including the conveyance of mail, deserve independent treatment. The sites aqd any
peculiar-architecturil styles of the toll bars and cottages _might lep-ay stg{. There is

ilearly much scope for detailed studies of the part played by the Dukes of Devonshire,
and the individuil trustees, and an attempt could be made to correlate all the known
official plans for the roads. The sequence-of even the shortest stretches might thel be
clarified. Finally, the complicated hiitory of how an individual Trust managed its affairs
might be unravelled-mairy of the Truits passed their centenary at a time when their
roads were still financially viable.
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cibil;-Th; Ei;i,;y ird Gazetteer of the Countv of Derbv. . . . ' I (1829), 22s-26'
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Derbyshire (1959), 369.
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612. Geo. ll c. 12.
TThe roads near Chatsworth are considered in greater detail below.
8It could !e argued that the new activity was due to a realisation that troops would be able to move
more- quickly on an improved road in the event of any further invasion from Scotland similar to
the'45.

929. Geo. II c. 82. There is t co_nve-nient sum-mary of the affairs of this Trust in House of Commons
Sessions Papers, Volume XLVIII for 1851, 227-34.

1031. Geo. lI c. A. b, 1795, a petition against the renewal Act for this Trust claimed that a sum
of f,?frO per alnum remained as a surplus over and abole the cost ofrepairs and of'ottrer iipJniii;.
At this time the road was the only turnpike across the Peak District froh sheffield to ttre weiiapaii
from the longer Woodhead route.

1132. Geo. II c. 38, all part of the Nottingham to Newhaven Turnpike Trust.
1233. Geo. II c. 39.
I32. Geo. !I-I c.-62, .part of_the. Blyth_Mqgh toThorpe turnpike run by the Oakamoor Turnpike Trust.

See E. M. Dodd, in North Staffordshire Journal of Field Studies, 5 (196r. l-19. In 183I. the
Derbyshire end of this road (from calton Moor House) was abandoned as'i turnpil-.

la4. Geo. III c. 45.
1s21. Geo. III c. 83, and 43. Geo. III c. 70 (see also note 3).
165. Geo. III c. 84.
tzlt, Geg. lll c.76, but see the plan ERo 67L, dated 1771, it the Fairbank Collection. Sheffield Citv

Libraries. On this plan, only the main line is drawn oui in detail, and the roaa ftoin Simford t6
Derwent not at all. The- next.Act.does not specifically mention ihe various branches, Uui redtii
that'some progress'had resulted in 'considerable debi'.

l8The details of the Acts for these rgqds may be found in the Appendix. It may be noted that the
.oligjnal- l.gughborough Trust road from Derby to Brassington 

^became 
the iavendish niiOce io

Hulland Ward road. Cavendish Bridge crossed the river Trent, which divides Leicestershire Tiom
Derbyshire at this point (south-+ast of Shardlow). Hulland Waid was chosen as the new nortt irn
terminus, since in 1827 the road from 'The guide post at the end of the old Wirksworttr ioadtto
B-rassington ceased to be a turnpike, the reason being that this road lead to 'no City, Town, oi
Place of importance'.

1e58. Geo. III c. 35. The finances of this road are considered very briefly later.
zo!!e leld books, plans and maps for these roads are all in the Fairbank Collection in the Sheffield

City Libraries. This is convenGntly shortened to 'Fairbank'.
21S- Smiles, The Lrfg of Thomas Telford, , . , , . with an introductory history of roads and tavelliw in

Great Britain, 1867 Edn., 7,t-98, especially 89, 90. This volume was originaliy publishid in tg6i-Oi
in the 'Lives of the Engineers' series.

22For example, Tibbitts Collection, 363142, in the Sheffield City Libraries.
238. Rhodes, Peak Scenery; or, the Derbyshire tourist (1824),212. These remarks were occasioned

by a journey on the Glossop to Chapel ioad.
2aJ-, f-arey, A General View . . . . . of Derbyshire, III (1817), 228. He seems to have done most of his

fieldwork in Derbyshire in 1808, and the list of 'sieep.hills' in the same volume, jZS, wii maOe
at that time.

2518 & 1-9. Y!"I. c. 92, at Act which also allowed the 'disturnpiking' of their road west of Winster.part of which was by then managed by the Cromford to Grangemill to Newhaven roaO iruit.
26Debates in Parliament during the passage of the Bill which became the Act Il. Geo. I c. 13.
27The Act was 3. Geo. II c. 4. Presumably the- tgll-takings at the two gates, at Whaley Bridge, and

at Halfway Hogse in between Stockport and Manchester, had gone-down, Uecauie"treaviii caiti
could be used_'by reason of the great Amendment of the Road'. Perhaps the trusteej G;J;ot
making as.much money as they wished, and so they went through the expens'ive process;iiufiitting
another Bill to parliament, after only six years, to try to implove maiters.

28The information in this paragraph is condensed from J. Farey, A General view . . .. , , III. Another
useful_contempgrqll euide to turnpike roads is- J.Bateman,-ihe General Turnpike lioad i;;;-,-iia
edn. (1836)' with Court cases, and a diagram of unimproved and improved roalis arairontist'leci.

2e3. Geo. IV c. 121.
30The Brimi4gton and Chesterfield to the High Moors Road, 6. Geo. III c. 80. In 1769, Fairbank

[ay !1ye been commissioned t_o survey r-outes for this Trust-see FB 35-but tte 
"6ifAtt, i6.

Geo. III c. 149, admits that only parts of the roads were built.
3I'MSS' in Shefficld City Library-pencjlled_ notes. -1800'. This reference was found by J.R., but the

course of the diversion is marked on Fairbank ERo 76R, dated 1802-O3 by the Fi;ld Bo6ks.
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32The Act was 52. Geo. III c. 116, and Fairbank's plans may be seen on ERo 865, and ERo 77R.
33J. Fare-yr A General View . . .. . , II[, 225. His comment was 'Egregious folly this, very sornmon

in the last age.'!
3lFairbank ERo 72\'Peak Forest Roads'. These were plans made in 1828 for the proposed Monsal

Dale to Barmoor Turnpike Road.
3sFor instance, the Duke of Devonshire was a creditor to the Chesterfield and Hernstone Lane Head

Turnpike Trust for two-fifths of its_.debt-of nearly.X,5,000 in 1864, when this well-managed turnpike
road was nearly at the end of its life after over 100 years.

36The figure is based on Fairbank Hath l5L: 'Hathersage and Dore; Roads set out by the
Commissioners for the Inclosure' 1819-23. The packways are taken from J.'Radley D.A.J.,LXi<){lll
(1963), 4041. The dates are those.of the qctg! ?s on the main figure. In fact, the ioad to Hathersage
over the Burbage Brook was straightened slightly early in the lgth century.

37The title of the original act it 1739 was 'Act for repairing the Roads from Bakewell to Chesterfield
in -the Co-unty of Derby, and from Chesterfield to Worksopp in the County of Nottingham,
and.....'.

38chatsworth Park informatforl from F. H. Thompson, History of chatsworth, and from Major
T. S. Wragg, Librarian and Keeper of the Devonshire Collection.

seSee 33. Geo. II c. 39. No side gate was to be erected within half a mile of the Chesterfield to Edensor
to Bakewell road, or toll taken from traffic from Holymoorside to Chesterfield, which suggests that
the. earlier road may have gone either by way of Hill Top and Brookside, oi Walton Park Hall
and loythorpe. The early county maps are no help, and it is quite possible that the road was never
turnpiked, although it seems certain that a road of some sort ran on approximately the course
outlined.

aoThis information is contained in the Act of 1825 for the (Little) Sheffield to Sparrowpit Gate road,
6. Geo. lY c. 144. The Edensor to Ashford road was originally built by the-Duke 6f Devonshir6
as a private arliagg road and three-and-a-half of the four miles envisaged were completed at his
own expense, and then later the road was completed, made a public road, and turnpiked.

4lHouse of Commons Session Papers, Volume XLVil for 1851,223.
42House of Commons Session Papers, Volume XLVII for 1851, 227-34.
433 & 4. Will. ry c. 80. An opportunity for investigation arose when the Trusts applied for renewal

or repeal and replacement of their acts. The reports were published as House of C6mmons Sessions
Papers. The first Turnpike Act Continuance Act was in 1831, I & 2. Will. IV c. 50.

44House of Commons Session Papers. Volume XLVIII for 185I, 282. The income from the tolls in
1849 was f,400. 'Formerly' thgy were {,1,000 per annum, and they had fallen 'as railways have
extended'._It is quite obvious from the accounts that some people-stood to lose quite larle sums
of money by the inability of this Trust to pay its debts. The flo ting debt was more thanl22,Ooo
in just over 15 years.

45For exa,mple,.the Duffield to Wirksworth road was eight-and-a-half miles long, of which five were
repaired by the parishes. There was one toll-gate, at which tl6 per annum iere taken for seven
consccutive ye-ars (1840 to 1846), and then the figure was doubled 6ecause the Cromford and Belper
road put its charges up.

aaThe 17_4 figure is taken from the lournal of the House of Commons, XXIX (4. Geo. IID, 914. Some
of the figures mentioned in this Report from Committee were higher. The l8l2 figure is tlie estimated
cost of the extra half mile on the Edensor to Ashford road mentloned above. # House of Commons
Jourral, 67 (52. Geo.III), 96.

47Even after the system of Statute work on roads had ceased, many parishes had paid quite large
annual sums to the Trusts for the turnpike roads within their borders until well into the 19th century.
Some had maintained the roads themselves, and an example is on the Duffield to Sheffield roaa,
where the parishes of Makeney and Holbrook were given the tolls taken at the Makeney toll-gate
as compensation to pay for their work of repairing the road.

4sHouse of Commons Session Papers, Volume LX for 184748, 413-36, especially 415-16 and 434.
The distances quoted here are only approximate.

4eFor instance, the road north from Hurdlow House was not included; the simple title 'Owler Bar'
covers parts of the l78l and 1803 Derwent valley roads from Sheffield; and Birkin Lane (7* miles)
had been separated from Tupton and Ashover (3* miles). Some diverted roads were also listed
separately, for example Idridgehay and Duffield (4* miles).

s0'..... and the Parish Roads seem fast improving'. J. Farey, A General View...,,,111,268.
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THE TURNPIKE ROADS OF THE PEAK DISTRICT
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